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The Large Hadron Collider = a proton proton collider 

 Primary physics targets 
• Origin of mass 
• Nature of Dark Matter 
• Understanding space time 
• Matter versus antimatter 
• Primordial plasma 

1 TeV = 1 Tera electron volt 
         =   1012     electron volt 

                        The LHC is a Discovery Machine 
The LHC will determine the Future course of High Energy Physics 

          7 TeV + 7 TeV 
   (3.5/4 TeV + 3.5/4 TeV) 
 
 

 
 



LHC Today 

                                LHC is doing very well 
Last year: luminosity 3 . 1033 cm-2 s-1    ⇒  5 fb-1 collected in total 
This year: luminosity 6.5 . 1033 cm-2 s-1⇒ 3 fb-1 collected so far 
                                                       ~20 fb-1 expected end 2012   

Luminosity  = # events/cross section/time 



  

Physics case for new High Energy Machines 

Reminder: The Standard Model   
  - tells us how but not why  
     3 flavour families? Mass spectra? Hierarchy? 
  - needs fine tuning of parameters to level of 10-30 ! 

  - has no connection with gravity 
  - no unification of the forces at high energy 
  
 
 
If a Higgs field exists: 
  - Supersymmetry 
  - Extra space dimensions 
If there is no Higgs below ~ 700 GeV 
  - Strong electroweak symmetry breaking around 1 TeV 
Other ideas: more symmetry & gauge bosons, L-R symmetry, quark &  
lepton substructure, Little Higgs models, Technicolor, Hidden Valleys… 
 

Understand the mechanism Electroweak Symmetry Breaking 

Discover physics beyond the Standard Model 

Most popular extensions these days 



pp physics at the LHC corresponds 
to conditions around here 

HI physics at the LHC corresponds 
to conditions around here 
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A most basic question is why particles (and 
matter) have masses (and so different masses) 

The mass mystery could be solved with the ‘Higgs mechanism’ 
which predicts the existence of a new elementary particle, the 
‘Higgs’ particle (theory 1964, P. Higgs, R. Brout and F. Englert)  

Peter Higgs 

The Higgs (H) particle has been 
searched for since decades at 
accelerators, but not yet found…  
 
The LHC will have sufficient 
energy to produce it for sure, if it 
exists  

Francois 
Englert 

The Origin of Particle Masses 



Standard Model: Problems 

Higgs Mechanism 



Standard Model 

Higgs Field à  Scalar boson : Higgs Particle  



The Seminal Papers 



Information on the Higgs 



ATLAS and CMS 
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See lecture A. Hoecker 

… The key players 
in this talk… 



Higgs Production and Decays 
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Decays  Analysed by Experiments 
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Higgs Boson Searches (Simulation) 
Low MH < 140 GeV/c2 Medium 130<MH<500 GeV/c2 High MH > ~500 GeV/c2 



Searches for the Higgs Particle 

But two Z bosons can also be 
produced in LHC collisions, 
without involving a Higgs! 
We cannot say for on event 
by event (we can use the total  
invariant mass of the 4 muons) 

Example: Higgs(?) decays into  ZZ and each Z boson decays into µµ   
 

A Higgs particle will decay immediately, eg in two heavy quarks  
or two  heavy (W,Z) bosons  

So we look for 4 muons  
in the detector 



 
 

A Collision with two Photons 

A Higgs or  
a ‘background’  
process without  
a Higgs? 
 



Understanding the Higgs Search Plots   

For a SM Higgs signal we need an excess above the blue line 



•  Local significance p0 
to test background  
hypothesis 

 
 
•  CLs  = CLs+b/CLb           

 (log-likelihood ratio) 
 to test signal 
hypothesis 

 
 
 
•      to estimate 

signal strength 
(relative to 
expectation) 

 
 
 
 

µ̂

Follow LHCHCG Combination Procedures 

Profile Likelihood Ratio, p0 and CLs 



Hàγγ Analysis Strategy 
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Hà γγ Result: Exclusion 
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Hàγγ Results: p-values 
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Higgs àZZ à4 leptons 
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and 2 events 
~ 126 GeV 



Higgs à ZZ to à leptons 



Higgs à tau tau Decays 
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Higgs à b-quark Pairs 
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Challenging at the LHC!! 
-> Huge QCD b-pair production background 
-> Present solution: VH associated channel 
 
Select events with two b-jets & lepton(s) or MET 

•  WH à µvbb, evbb 
•  ZH  à µµbb, eebb 
•  ZH  à vvbb: 



Higgs à WWà2 leptons & 2 neutrinos 
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Higgs à WW low mass range 

Some excess in CMS, less in ATLAS 



Combining all Search Channels 
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Exclusion in the Low Mass Range 



Combined p-values 
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Fitted Signal Strength for SM Higgs 
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The Results of the Higgs Search 2011 

                                                Results 
1)  The mass region where Higgs particle can possibly live has been reduced to 

very small mass range of 115-130 GeV (95% CL) 
2)  We see an excess of events in that region over expectation from pure 

background. Cool!  
      Is this the first sign of the ‘growing Higgs signal? 
      Is it a statistical fluctuation in the background? We can’t say for sure. 
àThese questions will be answered  with the 2012 data (4 x 2011 data)  



Tevatron 2012 Results 



NOTE: The Higgs 



                      

New Physics at High Energies? 

Extra Dimensions? Black Holes??? 
Little Higgs? 

ZZ/WW resonances? 
Technicolor? 

Supersymmetry 

We do not know what is out there for us… 
A large variety of possible signals. We have to be ready for that 

New Gauge Bosons? 

Hidden Valleys? 



Large Extra Dimensions 

4519 citations 

One of the key papers, that led a lot of experimental searches.  
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 Extra Space Dimensions 

Gravity becomes strong! 

Problem: 



  

Planck scale (MD) ~ TeV 

   look-like SUSY 

ADD 

RS 

UED 

Arkani-Hamed Dimopoulos Dvali 

Randall Sundrum 

Universal Extra Dimensions 

Antoniadis 



Mono-jet final state +Missing ET (ADD) 

Search for Extra Dimensions 

Lower Limit on the Planck Scale  
versus number of extra dimensions  

Limits on MD  
between  
2.5 and 4.5 TeV 

pT jet > 110 GeV 
MET > 200 GeV 

CMS-EXO-11-059 
 

1fb-1 

ATLAS-CONF-2011-096 



A High pT Mono-jet event 



Mono-photon final state +Missing ET (ADD) 

Search for Extra Dimensions 

Eγ> 145 GeV & MET>130 GeV 

Limit: MD> 1.5 TeV 

CMS-EXO-11-096 

G 



 Search for Extra Dimensions 

Limits on Ms ranging from 2.5 TeV to 3.8 TeV  
(HLZ convention) 

Pairs of electrons and muons at  
high invariant mass 

arXiv:1202:3827 



Two Photons resonance  (RS) 
Select two photons with Mγγ>140 GeV  

Search for Extra Dimensions 

ADD Limit: Ms> 2.5-3.8 TeV  (HLZ) 

arXiv:1112:0688 

arXiv:1112:2194 



    While used in the past 10 years mostly for ADD alike 
searches, there are important new spinoffs 

•  Supersymmetry searches (not new; UA1 already 
“detected” such signal) 

•  Dark Matter searches 
•  Unparticles… (?)  
•  Invisible Higgs searches (eg arXiv:1205. 3169): The 

sensitivity ~ SM total cross section 
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Monojet/Monophoton Signatures 

Last week 



The Dark Matter Connection 
Searches for mono-jets and mono-photons can be used to search for  
Dark Matter (DM) 
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The Dark Matter Connection 
Results for direct searches and collider searches for Dark Matter 
-> Spin dependent and spin independent cross sections of Dark Matter  
    with ordinary matter   

Collider searches are very competitive!!  

Effective contact interaction approach 
CMS-EXO-11-059 
 



RS 

Evaporates in 10-27 sec 

Extra Dimensions! 

Look for the decay producs  
of an evaporating black hole  
 
�Define ST to be the scalar  
 sum of all high pT objects  
 found in the event 
�Look for deviations  
  at high ST 

Planck scale  
a few TeV?  

Black hole masses excluded in range ~5 TeV depending on assumptions 

Search for Micro Black Holes 

arXiv:1202.6396 



Search for Micro Black Holes 
 

Nice events, eg this 10 jet event 

RS Black hole results 
pair of jets 

String ball search 

   Following  
S. Dimopoulos 
R. Emparan 
hep-ph/0108060 



High pT Dijet Events  
Mostly QCD..   Also a signature for Quantum Black Holes? 
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Quantum Black Holes 
Di-jet events: angular correlation study  

Exclude quantum black holes with  
mass ~ 4 TeV 

ATLAS-CONF-2012-038 
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Long Lived Particles  
        Split Supersymmetry 
•  The only light particles are the Higgs 

and the gauginos  
    - Gluino can live long: sec, min, years! 
    - R-hadron formation (eg: gluino+ gluon): 

slow, heavy particles 
      
       Gravitino Dark Matter and GMSB  
•  In some models/phase space the 

gravitino is the LSP 
•  ⇒ NLSP (neutralino, stau lepton) can 

live ‘long’ 
•  ⇒ non-pointing photons 

        Hidden Valley modes!… 
     Plethora of possibilities for long lived 

neutrals 
  

⇒Challenges to the experiments! 

Sparticles stopped in the detector,walls  
of the cavern, or dense ‘stopper’ detector.  
They  decay after hours---months…  

EG: K. Hamaguchi,M Nojiri,ADR hep-ph/0612060 
ADR, J. Ellis et al. hep-ph/0508198  



  

Stopped R-hadrons or Gluinos!  
The R-hadrons may loose 
so much energy that they  
simply stop in the detector 

⇒ Special triggers needed, asynchronous with the bunch crossing  



Search for  Stopped Gluinos 

Search for Heavy Stable Charged Particles that stop in the detectors  
 and decay a long time afterwards (nsec, sec, hrs…) 
Special data taking after the beams are dumped and during beam  
 abort gap   

95% CL Limits: Stopped Gluinos > 600 GeV, Stopped Stop quarks> 337 GeV 

CMS-EXO-11-020 arXiv:1201.5595 



Heavy Stable Charged Particles 

Search limits using  
tracker de/dx and  
Muon Time of Flight  
information 
 
Result for 5 fb-1:  
#Events consistent with 
estimated background 
 

CMS-EXO-11-022 

No gluinos (stop) found for masses up to  
about 1200 (800) GeV 

Stable particles that  
traverse the detector,  
and move very slowly 
 
Eg heavy stable  
gluino or stop/stau 
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Search for R-hadrons 
Search for particles with  
unusual ionization 

Limit: Gluino mass > 810 GeV 

ATLAS-CONF-12-022 



Long Lived Stable Particles 
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              Long lived neutral particles like in Hidden Valley models 
�Simple Example: Higgs→ X, where X decays into leptons 
�Search for electrons from displaced vertices in the inner tracker 
�Part of CMS tracking to find displaced vertices, for up to 50 cm displacement     

mH=200 GeV mH=400 GeV 

Upper limits on cross sections ~ 0.03-0.003 pb (if decay in detector) 

CMS-EXO-11-004 



Displaced Photons 
      EG: GMSB models, Hidden Valleys 
�Use photon conversions in CMS tracker 
�Probe ~0.1-1.0 nsec lifetimes 
  (2-25 cm displaced vertices) 
�Select events with 2 jets, 2 photons and MET 

Transverse displacement Cross section upper limit 
CMS-EXO-11-067 



– New Gauge bosons 
– Coloured resonances 
– Objects decaying into top quarks 
– Strong EW symmetry breaking eg topcolor 
– 4th Generation of quarks and leptons  
– Substructure /contact interactions 
– Technicolor 
– Long lived particles 
– Dark/Hidden Sector particles 
– …and more…  

Other Searches 



Example: CMS Results 



Summary: The Searches are on! 
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•  The LHC has entered new territory. The ATLAS and CMS 
experiments are ready for searches for new physics. Very 
many New Physics searches are covered.   No sign of new 
physics yet in the first 1-5 fb-1  at 7 TeV. 

•  Many channels available for the Higgs boson search. A small 
window is left for the Higgs. But a tantalizing excess is seen at 
~ 125 GeV!! Watch the new 2012 data! 

•  With the data of this year ATLAS and CMS should be able to 
discover --or definitely exclude the existence of-- a Standard 
Model Scalar Higgs Boson   

•  Expect a total of  20 fb-1 by end of 2012, plus the  higher 
energy in 2012, 8 TeV,which would help for searches 

•  And maybe soon…   



Backup 



Higgs à WW: Full Range 



Two Photons resonance  (RS) 
Select two photons with Mγγ>140 GeV  

Search for Extra Dimensions 

ADD Limit: Ms> 2.5-3.8 TeV  (HLZ) 

arXiv:1112:0688 

arXiv:1112:2194 



So, where is the Higgs Boson? 

•  The experiments analysed the new data, for the full year of 
2011  

•  They can exclude an even larger range, and restrict the 
region for the Higgs to 115-130 GeV 

•  But.. they see a tantalizing excess in the “Higgs” mass 
range of 120-126 GeV. This is exciting! 

•  The significance of this excess is still far too low to claim a 
discovery, but a Higgs signal could just start to be seen just 
like that. The excess could still go away with more data. 

•  The LHC 2012 data will be the referee… Increase of factor 
4 in the statistics expected 

    The Higgs boson could well be showing signs of life 
already… 

  



Individual Channels: Signal Strength 
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A Light Higgs: Consequences 
A light Higgs implies that the Standard Model cannot be stable up to 
the GUT or Planck scale (1019 GeV)  

The effective potential 
blows up, due to heavy 
top quark mass 

The electroweak vacuum 
is unstable to corrections 
from scales Λ >> v= 246 GeV 

Allowed corridor 
but needs strong 
fine-tuning… 

New physics expected in TeV range 

EXCLUDED 

J. Ellis et al. 



Standard Model 



Standard Model Problems 


